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Chapter 681

Chapter 681 Sonia’s Nickname

Tom had very nearly killed Rose with what he had told her the day before, but even as she
pulled through and was recuperating just fine, she was still in shock.

As such, he had no excuse and he was willing to take any punishment Toby might have for
him; he was the one to be blamed anyway.

Toby lowered his gaze imperiously as he stared at the man bowing before him. He had his
lips pressed into a grim line as the air around him grew cold and still. He didn’t look like he
was going to ask Tom to straighten his posture anytime soon because he was truly and
absolutely furious.

For a moment, the tension at the doorway was suffocating and no one dared to speak a
word. Aside from the sound of shallow breathing, they were engulfed in a deafening silence
that became a fertile ground for fear to grow.

And Tom was a blooming example of that notion.

For each minute that Toby neither spoke nor asked him to straighten his posture and
instead stared at Tom mutinously was another minute that Tom spent crippled with panic
and anxiety. He would much rather have Toby kick him or verbally lash out at him—at least
he wouldn’t be so terrified that beads of cold sweat would break out all over his forehead.

“Toby,” Sonia urged quietly as she sighed and tugged on Toby’s sleeve. She understood the
pressure Tom must have felt at that moment and was close to speaking up for him.

As if reading her thoughts, Toby shot her a look and finally relented. He turned his frosty
gaze toward Tom and demanded coldly, “What did you say to Grandma?”
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Upon hearing this, Tom let out a huge sigh of relief. If President Fuller is speaking now, it
means he isn’t as angry as he was minutes ago and my life will be spared! This is all thanks
to Miss Reed; had she not urged President Fuller earlier, he would never let me leave
unscathed.

“President Fuller, I told Old Mrs. Fuller…” He glanced over at Sonia before flashing her an
apologetic smile.

Sonia knew that she was not meant to listen to the conversation and gave him an
understanding look as she elaborated, “I’ll head back inside the apartment and allow you
guys to have a word. I’ll be out once you’re done.”

With that, she spun and sauntered through the doorway. She wasn’t upset, for she had
known since yesterday that Tom had no intention of letting her in on the details of his
exchange with Rose.

Toby, on the other hand, merely stared after Sonia’s retreating figure but didn’t move to stop
her.

Tom was a man of propriety and if he was asking Sonia to give them some privacy, that
could only mean that his exchange with Rose the day before had something to do with
Toby’s physical condition.

Rose was a woman who had endured all the hardship that life had to offer and she wouldn’t
have collapsed over some trivial news. Even if the Fuller Group was to be liquidated, she
would still stand firm and hold her ground.

However, her only weaknesses were Toby and Tyler, so anything that had to do with their
lives and safety would inevitably cause her to collapse in shock.

When Sonia’s silhouette had entirely disappeared through the doorway, Toby turned to look
at Tom with a pair of dangerously narrowed eyes. “Did you tell Grandma about my heart?”

There was only one thing threatening his life now and it was his failing heart, so it went
without saying that Rose only collapsed after learning of this matter.

A guilty Tom bowed his head and muttered, “Yes.”
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The air around Toby grew still once more and his voice sounded as if it came from the
freezing depths of hell as he bit out, “Why would you tell her about it? Didn’t I ask you to
keep it a secret from Grandma, Sonia and the others? How is it that you’ve forgotten all
about that and blurt everything out?!”

“I’m sorry, President Fuller,” Tom apologized woefully. “I was going to keep Old Mrs. Fuller in
the dark about this, but she sensed that something was wrong the moment you were drunk
on red wine alone. It was a fatal crack in your plans, President Fuller, and there was no way
Old Mrs. Fuller couldn’t have known that there was something off about you. Besides, she
questioned me incessantly and demanded an answer, which was why I… I didn’t have a
choice but to tell her the truth. And even if I didn’t, she would have looked into this whole
thing herself and stumbled upon the truth eventually.”

Toby’s lips were pursed into an even more frigid line as he fell speechless. He was a
reasonable man after all and after hearing Tom’s explanation, he realized that he couldn’t
blame Tom entirely.

Most of the fault was his own anyway; he had overestimated his own physical tenacity. He
never thought that his current condition would make him susceptible to even the otherwise
underwhelming influence of red wine.

Rubbing his forehead tiredly, Toby said, “I’ll let this slide, but only because nothing serious
has happened to Grandma.”

Tom’s eyes brightened at the news of his salvation. He broke into a surprised smile as he
frantically replied, “Thank you, President Fuller!”

“How’s Grandma doing now?” Toby asked before he tightly pursed his lips.

Adjusting his glasses, Tom informed dutifully, “Old Mrs. Fuller is fine now. We admitted her
to the hospital in time for the doctor to perform the necessary treatment on her and she
recovered within a considerably short period of time. That being said, she’s still in the
hospital at the moment and won’t be discharged until tomorrow. The doctor said she needs
to recuperate and be under observation for a bit.”

Having heard this, Toby hummed in acknowledgement. “Got it.”

“By the way, President Fuller,” Tom began as he suddenly recalled something. He eyed Toby
evenly and added, “Miss Reed might not know about your heart condition just yet, but she’s
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probably already suspicious. She even asked me what was wrong with you and why it could
possibly make Old Mrs. Fuller collapse upon learning of it. I managed to suppress her
curiosity, but I don’t think that will remain the case for long; knowing her, she’d start asking
for an explanation on your part soon.”

“I know. I’ll handle matters on Sonia’s end, so just keep your mouth shut.” Toby looked up
and appraised Tom before adding icily, “If I discover that you’ve been blabbering about my
secret to someone else, I have mines in Africa that still need a supervisor and you’d be
perfect for the role.”

Tom swallowed convulsively as panic dawned upon him. Nodding profusely, he responded,
“Don’t you worry, President Fuller. My lips are tightly sealed! I will not breathe a word about
this to anyone!”

He had no plans on supervising the mines in Africa; it was havoc there and he had a feeling
that he might not recognize himself if he ever made it back home.

“Very well. Go and get the car,” Toby ordered flatly, rubbing the space between his brows.
“Drop Sonia off at Paradigm Co. before we head over to the hospital.”

“Yes, sir,” Tom answered solemnly before he hurried to the elevators.

Toby spun on his heels as well and entered the apartment.

Presently, Sonia was sitting on the couch while speaking to someone on the phone. When
she heard the approaching footsteps, she turned to meet his gaze and quickly chirped into
the phone, “Okay, got it. I’ll be back in a jiffy. See you later!” She hung up her phone and
stood up to greet Toby. “Did you and Mr. Brown talk things out?”

“Yup,” Toby replied with a nod. “Sorry to have kept you waiting.”

“Oh, don’t be.” She shook her head. “I was just talking to Daphne on the phone anyway.”

“Is everything okay?” he asked, glancing at the phone in her hand.

She kept her phone. “Yeah.”
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“Then, we should make a move.” Toby offered his arm to her, the indication clear in his
gesture.

Sonia smiled and walked over to graciously take the proffered arm. This time, the both of
them finally made it out of the apartment without any hassle.

Tom brought the car over and dropped the couple off at the Royal Restaurant for breakfast,
thereafter he sent them to Paradigm Co..

When the car pulled up at the company building, Sonia exited from the car.

She had only just rounded the vehicle to head to the building entrance when Toby rolled
down his side of the window and called out, “Little Leaf.”

As she halted in her footsteps, she turned to look at him with wide eyes, clearly astonished
as she asked, “W-What did you just call me?”

“Little Leaf,” he repeated with the barest of smiles tugging on his lips.

Hot tears sprang to her eyes as she gaped, seemingly at a loss of words. Her voice was
thick with sentiment as she pressed in disbelief, “H-How did you find out about my
nickname?”

It was Sonia’s father who had given her the nickname. Before he passed on, he revealed that
it was a term of endearment from her mother that was derived from her love of maple
leaves. He had brought Sonia’s mother on a trip abroad to see the maple leaves in person
the year before her death.

As a result, the nickname was created and given to Sonia in memory of her mother, which
subsequently became Sonia’s pen name.

However, since Sonia’s father had already passed, no one else addressed her by Little Leaf.
Everyone had all called her by her given name and no one knew about this nickname of hers
except for Charles and Grace, but even they never called her by that term.

The nickname was special to Sonia and she was adamant that only her parents had the
right to call her by it.
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Alas, she didn’t think that for the first time in six years, she would hear herself being called
Little Leaf once more, and by Toby, no less.

Boss Your Wife’s Asking for A Divorce Again
Chapter 682

Chapter 682 The Exclusive Nickname

The feeling was so nostalgic and loving that her body couldn’t help but tremble lightly as her
eyes reddened.

“Isn’t this what you told me yourself?” Toby replied with one hand on the edge of the car
window.

Sonia blinked in confusion at that. “I’m the one who told you?”

“Yeah.”

“When?” She was even more puzzled because she had never told him that she had this
nickname before. After her father died 6 years ago, she had sealed it in the depths of her
memories. If Toby hadn’t called her by this name today, she might have even forgotten that
she still had this name.

“11 years ago,” he answered as he looked out the window at the tearful woman.

At that, Sonia’s eyes widened even more. “11 years ago?”

“That’s right.” Toby nodded.
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When she heard that, Sonia swallowed. “You mean to say that I told you in the letters
before?”

She hadn’t met him yet 11 years ago, so it was impossible for her to personally reveal this
nickname of hers to him. The only possibility was that it was mentioned in one of their
correspondences since they had been pen pals at that time.

Seeing that she guessed it, Toby nodded and admitted, “Yes, you told me in the letters when
you were bullied by Jessica. Jessica was dissatisfied with your father calling you by your
nickname, and she made a fuss so that your father would stop calling you that. You were
very aggrieved, so you told me about it in the letters. You mentioned that your nickname is
Little Leaf. Although you had only mentioned it once, I have never forgotten about it.”

“Oh… I see.” Sonia bit her lower lip; her voice became choked with tears. “It’s been so long
ago, yet you still remember. I had totally forgotten about it.”

If it weren’t for him, she would have forgotten about this matter and finally remembered
about it when he told her. She had mentioned her nickname in one of her correspondences
when she was about 15 years old. Her father had returned from a business trip abroad and
bought a gift each for her and Jessica.

At that time, both girls were elated, but when Jessica heard their father addressing Sonia as
Little Leaf, Jessica was immediately discontented. Their father had always called Sonia
Little Leaf but Jessica as Jess. Thus, it made Jessica extremely unhappy because her
nickname was not as special as Little Leaf. In fact, she felt it was too perfunctory to simply
shorten her name. And so, she had been very dissatisfied with their father calling Sonia
Little Leaf.

Despite this, Jessica had never made a fuss before and at most, she would just sulk.
However, on that day when their father gave them gifts, she suddenly made a big fuss and
insisted their father not call Sonia Little Leaf in the future. Although their father did not
agree to the request, Sonia was still aggrieved and upset, so she wrote a letter about it and
sent it off to her pen pal at the time, John. As John was an extremely gentle person and
would comfort her whenever she was sad, she trusted him. Sure enough, the reply to that
letter of hers contained his comfort and insight.

“I’ve always remembered everything about you,” Toby said with a gentle expression.
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Sonia took a breath and calmed the agitation that was evoked by this nickname. “By the
way, why did you suddenly call me by this nickname?”

He looked at her and explained, “We are together now, so I can’t keep calling you by your
name. It’s too aloof, but I don’t want to call you the same as Charles and the others either. I
want to have an exclusive name for you, so I came up with this.”

“I see.” Sonia ruffled her hair.

“Then, have you also called Tina this nickname before?”

After all, Tina had impersonated her, so it was highly likely that he had addressed Tina in
this manner before. If that was really the case, she would feel terrible.

However, he shook his head. “No.”

“Really?” She narrowed her eyes, obviously not quite believing him.

Toby nodded seriously. “Really. You said in the letter that your mother gave you this
nickname, so only your parents can call you that. Hence even if I mistook Tina as you, I
wouldn’t have called her with this nickname, and it has always belonged to you. It’s clean.”

Sonia looked into his eyes and could see that he was not lying to her, so the worry in her
heart was finally relieved.

“Thank you.” She smiled at Toby. “Thank you for still preserving the purity of this name for
me and not letting Tina dirty it.”

This nickname had been given by her mother, so even if Tina had taken possession of it,
Sonia would still take this name back. However, she would not use it again in the future.
Luckily, Toby had respected what she said in the letter about this name only being used by
her parents, so he did not call Tina that name.

As such, this name still belonged to her from the beginning to end and had not been soiled.

“I myself am glad that I didn’t contaminate it.” Toby looked at Sonia.

Sonia smiled lightly at him. “That’s because you know how to respect others.”
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Toby hooked his lips. “I like your compliment. Sonia, can I call you that in the future? I know
that this is an exclusive nickname from your parents, but now that they are no longer
around, you won’t hear them call you this, so I hope that I may inherit this right to call you
this name next.”

In the days to come, he would spoil her as well, just like how her parents did.

She looked at his expectant look and her red lips moved a little, seemingly torn over the
idea, but she soon nodded. “Okay.”

He was right; after her parents died, she had never heard anyone calling her Little Leaf
again. Now that she heard him addressing her this way, she realized that she was eager to
hear someone call her by this name again. Thus, since he wanted to call her that way, she
was fine with it. Since he wanted an exclusive nickname for her, she was willing to fulfill his
request.

Hearing that Sonia agreed, Toby’s smile widened as he immediately opened his mouth to
call, “Little Leaf.”

At that, Sonia’s face flushed in slight embarrassment. In the past, it was her parents who
called her this way and she naturally agreed without feeling anything. However, it was now
her former husband and current boyfriend calling her this. Therefore, this nickname had
changed from a parent-child association to one of a romantic connotation, so she was
somewhat uncomfortable. I have to slowly adapt to the change.

Thinking of this, she rubbed her cheeks and grunted in a soft voice.

A trace of slyness flashed across Toby’s eyes when he heard that before he repeated, “Little
Leaf!”

She glared at him. “Toby Fuller, are you done playing around? Are you obsessed with this
name?”

He chuckled at her words in response.

Sonia then waved her hand and said, “Okay, you better hurry up and head off. Weren’t you
going to the hospital to see Grandma? You should get there earlier. By the way, say hello to
her for me. I will visit her in the afternoon.”
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“I’ll pick you up this afternoon.” Toby took a look at his watch.

She wanted to refuse, but she remembered that they were now together and it was his duty
to pick her up. So, she swallowed her words and instead replied, “Okay. Let me know in
advance so that I can see whether I’m busy or not.”

“Alright.” Toby nodded slightly.

Sonia waved her hand at him and turned around to walk toward the company building while
he merely watched her from behind.

Tom, who was in the driver’s seat, suddenly turned his head to ask, “President Fuller, have
you and Miss Reed reconciled?”

He had eavesdropped on the conversation between Toby and Sonia earlier and vaguely
heard them saying that they were together or something. Thus, he wanted a confirmation.

Toby withdrew his gaze and turned to look at Tom, his face revealing an undisguised look of
triumph as he said, “You guessed right. We are back together.”

Boss Your Wife’s Asking for A Divorce Again
Chapter 683

Chapter 683 Daphne’s Pregnancy

Tom exclaimed aloud before he hurriedly clapped his hands to congratulate Toby.
“Congratulations, President Fuller! Your difficulties have finally come to an end.” He was
really happy for Toby because he had seen how hard Toby tried to win Sonia back and
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almost endangered his own life. So, knowing that Toby had finally reconciled with Sonia,
Tom was exhilarated.

Upon hearing Tom’s congratulations, Toby huffed. He’s not bad at sweet talking.

“By the way, President Fuller…” Tom looked at Toby and grinned. “President Fuller, now that
you and Miss Reed are back together, will there be any benefit for us? You see, when other
bosses become taken or get married, they either invite their employees to dinners or give
bonuses to employees for them to obtain more good luck. Do you also wish to do
something like that?”

Tom expectantly rubbed his hands together.

At that, Toby’s face instantly darkened. “Benefits?”

I’m already being benevolent by not blaming him for stimulating my grandmother. How
could he be so bold as to ask for benefits?

Of course, although Toby was extremely dissatisfied with Tom’s behavior of asking for
benefits, he thought that Tom had a point. Giving benefits to the staff was one way to obtain
good luck for both himself and Sonia. As he and Sonia had just reconciled, they really
needed all the good luck that they could receive. Although he personally didn’t believe in
these, he had to do his best in this relationship.

Thus, it was necessary to give benefits to Tom. Thinking about this, Toby said with a cold
face, “All the company employees will be paid an extra month’s salary.”

Tom’s eyes instantly lit up at that. “Thank you, President Fuller!”

Toby coldly snorted. Then, he no longer cared to pay any attention to Tom but instead
leaned back in his seat to close his eyes.

He did not mind Toby’s indifference either as long as he could receive the benefits.

“Drive,” Toby impatiently ordered.

Tom straightened his tie and hurriedly buried the excitement in his heart to start the car.
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On the other hand, Sonia finally returned to her office. Daphne followed her in and looked at
her unchanged clothes, then couldn’t help but tease, “Chairman Reed, are you and President
Fuller already living together?”

Knowing that Toby had helped to answer the phone for her earlier this morning, Sonia pulled
a chair over and sat on it. “No, it’s just that I stayed overnight at his place last night for a
personal reason.”

“Ah.” Daphne smiled. “But you’re about to live together, right?”

Then, her gaze fell to the ring on Sonia’s left ring finger. The ring wasn’t there yesterday, yet it
was now here after Sonia’s overnight stay at Toby’s place. It clearly meant that they had
officially reconciled. Nowadays, it was common for lovers to live together, which was why
she guessed that Sonia could be living with Toby. Even if they were not, it definitely wouldn’t
take long for them to do so.

To be honest, she was relieved when she saw the ring on Sonia’s finger. Although it was
embarrassing to admit it, Daphne was actually ecstatic to see them together. Only when
they were together could Charles give Sonia up, right?

Sonia didn’t know what Daphne was thinking about. She wanted to say that it was
impossible for her and Toby to live together so quickly, but she thought about the tricks that
he used in order to stay overnight at her place. Then, she quickly realized that it seemed not
as impossible as she thought.

After all, the probability that Toby had the cheek to make her live with him was extremely
high. Thinking about this, Sonia suddenly felt a little amused. She rubbed her temples before
responding, “Well, let’s not talk about that for now. How was the morning meeting?”

When Daphne heard Sonia talking about business, her expression also became serious.
“The morning meeting had ended early because you weren’t around, but the good thing was
that it’s not a very important meeting. That was the reason why I did not ask you to rush
over. Those higher-ups were not satisfied that you did not attend, but due to your identity as
the current chairman, they did not say anything about it. I recorded the meeting so that you
can review it later.”

“Okay! Thank you for your hard work.” Sonia nodded.
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Daphne was just about to answer something when a sudden wave of nausea came up. Her
expression changed and she couldn’t help but cover her mouth and lower her head to heave.
Seeing this, Sonia hurriedly stood up from her chair and walked around the desk to
approach Daphne to check on her condition. “Daphne, what’s wrong with you?”

Daphne was feeling terrible as her stomach was churning and her nausea refused to go
away. She couldn’t even answer Sonia’s question as she ran directly toward the bathroom in
Sonia’s office before bending over the sink to continuously puke.

Hearing Daphne’s horrifying vomiting sounds coming out of the bathroom, Sonia hurriedly
rushed to the water fountain and took a disposable cup. After putting a little honey in it, she
stirred some warm water into the honey with a clean straw to dissolve the honey, after
which she placed the cup down and followed Daphne into the room. When she arrived at the
bathroom door, she saw that Daphne had already switched on the tap and was splashing
water on both her mouth and face.

Only after Daphne finished rinsing her mouth and turned off the tap that Sonia entered and
handed a paper towel to her. “Daphne, is everything okay?”

Taking the paper towel, Daphne wiped water on her pale face, nodded her head, and replied
in a weak voice, “I’m fine. Thank you for your concern.”

Sonia looked at her. “Are you in pain or are you catching a cold? Do you want me to take you
to the infirmary for a look?”

“There’s no need, Chairman.” Daphne dropped the paper towel and shook her head to
indicate her refusal. “I don’t have a cold. Maybe it’s because I haven’t paid attention to my
eating habits for the past two days, so it has caused some discomfort in my stomach. It’s
fine. Maybe I’ll be fine in a couple of days.”

How could she say that she might be pregnant with Charles’ child? If Sonia knew about it,
she would definitely tell Charles. When the time came, he would definitely drag Daphne to
the hospital for a checkup and if it revealed that she was really with child, he would
definitely force her to abort it. How could he allow her to deliver his child?

Daphne lowered her eyes gloomily and sadness emanated from her.

Sonia raised her eyebrows when she sensed it. “You said it yourself that there might be
something wrong with your eating habits. Daphne, don’t you know how grave the
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consequences will be? You might suffer from food poisoning or gastric issues. Besides, it’s
been two days. How could you neglect your health like this? Look at how you vomited just
now. No, you have to see a doctor. Come on, I’ll take you there or perhaps I’ll call the doctor
over.”

After saying that, she took out her phone.

Daphne immediately pressed Sonia’s hand down and replied with some agitation, “Chairman
Reed, don’t call a doctor. I don’t want to see a doctor. I really don’t want to see a doctor,
please. Don’t force me, okay?”

She looked at Sonia with a pleading look.

It took a while before Sonia responded, “W-What is wrong with you? Daphne, why are you so
resistant to see a doctor? Are you lying to me? It’s not about eating habits, is it? You have
some kind of disease and you know it, so that’s why you don’t want to see a doctor, right?”

The first thought Sonia had was that Daphne suffered from an extremely serious disease
like stomach cancer. Otherwise, why would Daphne have reacted like that?

Seeing that Sonia only thought she was sick and didn’t guess that she could be pregnant,
Daphne decided to go along with it. After thinking hard, Daphne squeezed out an extremely
forced smile on her face and admitted, “Yes, I have a cyst growing in my stomach.”

“What?” Sonia’s face changed slightly. “A cyst? Benign or malignant?”
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Daphne lowered her eyes and replied sheepishly, “I don’t know yet; I haven’t gone to confirm
the diagnosis.”

These days, she often vomited like she just did. In addition, her period did not come this
month, so she suspected that she might be pregnant. However, she didn’t actually know
whether she was indeed pregnant or not, so she planned to head to the drugstore after work
today and buy a pregnancy test to check for herself. Nevertheless, she didn’t expect to dry
heave in front of Sonia before she could even get off work.

In order not to expose the fact that she could be pregnant, Daphne had to lie and deceive
Sonia. I’m really, really sorry, Chairman Reed.

“That’s such a serious thing, yet you actually haven’t gone to confirm the diagnosis!” When
Sonia heard Daphne’s words, she was stunned. How little attention is she paying to her
health?

Looking at how angry Sonia was, Daphne felt even more ashamed of the coverup in her
heart. However, she still had to continue with the lie. She lowered her head further and said
in a low voice, “My mom is recently staying with me, so that’s why I didn’t rush to the
hospital to confirm the diagnosis. I’m just afraid that if my mom sees me taking medicine or
something, it would be bad for her. She’s old and sick herself and I don’t want her to worry
about me.”

“Even so, you can’t keep dragging it out, can you?” Sonia pursed her red lips.

Daphne agreed in a small voice. “I’ll go this afternoon.”
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“Really?” Sonia narrowed her eyes at her.

“Really. I’m also aware that I can’t delay any longer.” Daphne nodded.

In the event that she was really pregnant, after she confirmed the diagnosis, she could also
arrange to apply for her leave earlier. If it wasn’t pregnancy, it would be some kind of disease
and she could also have it treated sooner. This was not a bad thing for her.

When Sonia heard Daphne’s affirmative reply, her expression looked much better, but worry
was still etched on her face. “Since you know you can’t delay it, then you must follow up with
your words and visit the hospital this afternoon. You are my secretary and my only female
friend now, so I don’t want anything to happen to you. If something happens to you, who can
I look for to talk to in the future? Who will help me at work?”

Hearing Sonia’s words, Daphne felt warm inside and her eyes reddened. “Chairman Reed,
thank you for caring about me.”

Sonia patted her shoulder. “You are my friend. Of course I care about you, but are you sure
you don’t need to head to the infirmary now/’ She was still a bit uneasy.

Nevertheless, Daphne nodded. “No, I’m fine now.”

She had repeatedly insisted that she would not go to the infirmary, which left Sonia with no
choice but to give up. After all, Daphne had said that she would go to the hospital for a
checkup in the afternoon, so there was no need to force her to head to the infirmary.

“Okay, then. Let’s go out first.”

Sonia withdrew her hand from Daphne’s shoulder while Daphne agreed and followed her out
of the bathroom. Back in the office, Sonia handed the cup of honey water that she had made
to Daphne. “Drink this. It’s good for your stomach.”

Daphne looked at the yellowish honey water in front of her and felt so touched that her nose
burned again. She took the cup of water with both hands and replied with a choked voice,
“Thank you, Chairman Reed.”

“Well, as I said, we are friends. This is nothing. Don’t thank me; just drink up.” Sonia pulled
her office chair back to sit down again.
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After Daphne repeatedly nodded, she then took a small sip of the honey water from the cup.
When Sonia saw her drinking it, she smiled before she took her phone out for a quick check.

There was a message from Toby, so she clicked on it to read it. It was only one sentence
long: ‘I have arrived at the hospital.’

The time of the message was one minute ago. Sonia began to type her reply: ‘Good,
remember to say hello to Grandma for me.’

After sending it, she waited for a while, but did not receive his reply. She guessed that his
phone was not in his hand at the moment, so he didn’t see her message. It made her a little
as she placed her phone aside.

Seeing this, Daphne smiled and asked, “Chairman Reed, are you contacting President
Fuller?”

Sonia didn’t hide it from her either and nodded slightly. “Yup.”

“You and President Fuller are really close. It hasn’t been long since you’re apart from him,
yet you’re already missing each other,” Daphne noted with a smile as she threw the cup she
had finished drinking from away.

Sonia also laughed a little. “We’re happy together right now, but who knows what the future
holds? Love is just like this. When two people have just entered a relationship, they’re
infatuated with each other, but when they’ve been together for a long time, the feelings will
dissipate. So, what’s important now is to grasp the moment.”

Now that she and Toby had good feelings for each other, naturally she would fully cherish
the moment.

“I think you and President Fuller will definitely be happy for life.” Daphne looked at Sonia and
gave her sincere blessing.

Sonia smiled back. “I hope so. Thank you.”

“Then, if there’s nothing else, I’ll go out first?” Daphne pointed to the door.
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Sonia nodded slightly. “Go ahead. By the way, go and contact those who attended the
meeting in the morning. Just apologize that I’m sorry for keeping them waiting during the
morning meeting—”

Before she could even finish her words, there was a knock on the office door.

Sonia frowned and looked at the door. “Come in.”

The door of the office was pushed open to reveal an assistant coming in, thereafter the
person arrived in front of Sonia and greeted, “Chairman Reed.”

“What can I do for you?” Sonia asked as she retrieved her own cup of tea and took a sip.

The excited assistant reported, “Chairman Reed, some staff from the Fuller Group are here
with lots of gifts.”

“What?!” She initially froze before she hurriedly put down the cup of tea in her hand. “Did you
say that those from the Fuller Group have sent a lot of gifts?”

“Yes, those staff said those are gifts from President Fuller to all of our employees at
Paradigm Co..” The assistant nodded in a hurry.

Daphne pushed her black-framed glasses up. “Chairman Reed, I think this should be a
celebration that President Fuller arranged to celebrate you two reconciling. It’s just like
giving out wedding favors to friends, family, colleagues and employees.”

Sonia raised her eyebrow. “I just think that with his knowledge of social etiquette, he isn’t the
one to have thought about this.”

After eavesdropping on Sonia’s conversation with Daphne, the assistant asked excitedly,
“Chairman Reed, have you and President Fuller really reconciled like what the news reported
the other day?”

After looking at the sudden interest in the assistant’s eyes, Sonia nodded her head in
amusement. “Since you all know about it, why are you asking me?”

“I’m just confirming the rumors.” The assistant grinned, feeling delighted. Oh my God, they’re
really back together! This is really exciting and big news!
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Sonia ignored the assistant’s elation. Instead, she took her phone again to unlock the
device. “I’ll ask Toby first what the hell he is doing by sending all these.”

After saying that, she was ready to give Toby a call. However, before she could do so, her
phone rang—it was Tom calling her instead. She answered it as Tom’s voice came over the
phone. “Miss Reed.”

“Hello, Tom.” Sonia nodded and replied.

Tom stood outside Rose’s ward and asked, “Miss Reed, have the staff from the Fuller Group
arrived yet?”

“Yes.”

Sonia then asked, “Tom, what’s going on with all these gifts?”

Tom smiled. “To celebrate your relationship, President Fuller has specially asked me to
prepare these for all the employees of Paradigm Co. in order to bring good luck. Not only
Paradigm Co., but all our employees at the Fuller Group are getting them too.”

Hearing this, Sonia looked up at Daphne and told her, “You’ve really hit the nail on the head.”
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At that, Daphne smiled in embarrassment. Then, Sonia added to the other end of the phone,
“It seems that he has spent a fortune this time.”

Toby was wealthy, so with his financial ability, the kind of employee benefits he gave would
definitely not be cheapskate.

“Miss Reed, don’t worry. This amount is nothing for President Fuller,” Tom clarified with a
polite chuckle.

Join Telegram Group For Fast update and Novel Query
Sonia leaned back in her chair. “Did he bring this up himself?”

Hr shook his head. “No, actually it was me. I was the one who knew that you and President
Fuller had reconciled and asked him for some benefits, so he simply prepared it for the
employees of both companies.”

“I see.” She suddenly understood the situation. She was aware that Toby had no knowledge
of social etiquette, so if no one had reminded him, he simply would not have done this.
However, once he realized it, he would be able to deliver the best. Thus, this was something
exceptional and valuable about him.

“Miss Reed, those gifts are all from President Fuller’s heart and it’s for good luck too, so I
hope you won’t send them back,” Tom pleaded.

After all, considering her previous rejection of Toby, Tom was really afraid that she would
send the gifts back.
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She heard the worry in Tom’s tone and knew why he was concerned, so she ruffled the hair
around her ear and coughed lightly. “Those won’t be sent back. Don’t worry.”

“That’s good then.” He breathed a sigh of relief.

Sonia asked again, “Where is he, though? Why are you the one who called?”

“President Fuller is talking with Old Mrs. Fuller, so he has asked me to call to tell you about
this.”

She nodded. “Got it. Thank you, Tom.”

“You’re welcome,” Tom replied.

The two spoke a few more words before the call ended. As she placed the phone down,
Sonia looked at Daphne and the assistant before saying, “The gifts are indeed sent from
Fuller Group. Daphne, you and Gretchen should both go and receive them before allocating
them to the other employees.”

“Okay,” Daphne answered with a nod.

The assistant also happily echoed, “Thank you, Chairman Reed! Thank you, President
Fuller!” She really had not expected that Sonia and Toby would reconcile and him to actually
give them many gifts. Earlier, when she took a glance, she saw that there were many
valuable items. President Fuller is really generous.

Sonia looked at the excited assistant and laughed lightly before turning to Daphne. “After
you give these out to the staff, inform them that I’m giving all of them a day off too. Of
course it should be rotated; otherwise, nobody will be around to work.”

When the assistant heard this, she interrupted in glee before Daphne could even answer,
“Chairman Reed, are you really giving us a holiday?”

“Of course.” Sonia nodded. “Toby has given you and his own staff these gifts, so how can I
not do something too? However, I’m not as rich as him, so I can’t give you gifts. What I can
give is a vacation instead.”
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“Thank you! A vacation is good enough; we haven’t had a break in a long time.” The
assistant was so thrilled that she was about to burst into tears. As Paradigm Co. had been
in the development stage these few months, they all rarely had a vacation and to have a day
off was the biggest gift for them all.

“I’m sorry.” Sonia looked at her assistant and felt more or less guilty in her heart. “It’s been
hard on you guys over these few months.”

“No, no, no.” The assistant quickly waved her hand. “We are fine. It’s all for Paradigm Co. and
we can’t blame you, Chairman Reed. We know what Paradigm Co.’s previous situation was
like, so we haven’t really complained about the lack of holidays and all the overtime work. I
believe that in the future, when Paradigm Co. is fully developed, we can all return to a more
regular schedule.”

“That’s for sure.”

Sonia then looked at Daphne and added, “As for the Fuller Group, just send them some
small candies as gifts in return.”

Toby had sent so many things to her company, so she naturally needed to give something in
return. Although she couldn’t afford to send valuable items to him, she could still at least
afford some candy.

“Okay, Chairman Reed. I’ll go and have it arranged now,” Daphne answered with a smile and
she thereafter left with the assistant.

An hour later, Daphne returned with a gift box in her hands. “Chairman Reed, we’ve handed
out the gifts that President Fuller has sent us and the announcement of the holiday has
been published. As for the candies, I’ve also ordered them and the candy shop will send
those out directly to the Fuller Group before the end of the day.”

“Thank you for your hard work.” Sonia smiled.

“You’re welcome, Chairman Reed.” After that, Daphne handed over the gift box in her hand.

“Chairman Reed, this is what the staff from the Fuller Group has asked me to give you,
saying that it’s personally from President Fuller.”
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“Oh?” A surprised Sonia reached out to take it. So, he didn’t just give something to the
employees when he had also prepared something else for her.

She let out a slight smile and did not immediately open the gift box as she left it aside. “Has
the staff from the Fuller Group left?”

“Yes, but they’re not returning to their company. They’re going to Lane Corporation and
Coleman Villa.” Daphne nodded.

Sonia frowned in suspicion and asked, “What for?”

The corners of Daphne’s mouth twitched. “To deliver gifts.”

“What?!” Sonia froze for a moment.

Daphne repeated, “To deliver gifts. The staff said that President Lane is your friend, so
President Fuller also had gifts prepared for all the employees of Lane Corporation. Mr.
Coleman is President Fuller’s friend, so President Fuller also wanted to deliver gifts to him to
share the joy.”

Sonia was speechless. Share the joy? I don’t think this is Toby’s true purpose. His real
intention is probably to anger Charles and Zane since both of them had feelings for me,
especially when Toby is well aware of it.

Since Toby was concerned about it, he had people deliver gifts to both Charles and Zane to
anger them while using the opportunity to gloat about how he had reconciled with Sonia.

When she thought of this, she felt amused. “How childish.”

Daphne had also guessed Toby’s true intentions, so she looked at Sonia with worry.
“President Lane will definitely be exasperated.”

Sonia waved her hand. “It’s okay. I’ll just apologize to Charles later.”

After nodding, Daphne thought of something and looked at her with clenched fists.
“Chairman Reed, when you contact President Lane later, will you please omit me? Especially
the fact that I threw up today.”
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If Sonia had mentioned this to Charles, he would definitely think of pregnancy. In that case,
it would be troublesome for Daphne. Although Sonia didn’t understand why Daphne had to
specifically instruct her about this, she still nodded and agreed when she saw Daphne’s
pleading look. “Okay, I won’t mention it.”

“Thank you, Chairman Reed.”

“No need to thank me.”

“Chairman Reed, I’ll head out first.”

“Go ahead.” Sonia smiled a little.

Daphne let out a breath and turned to leave the office.

Moments after Daphne left, Sonia retrieved the gift box that she had set aside earlier and
opened it since she wanted to know what Toby had sent her. Soon, she managed to open
the gift box where there was actually a jade bangle inside. The jade was emerald green and
was of the best quality, but it didn’t have a shiny appearance and even had scratches on it,
which indicated its age. This bangle is quite old, and perhaps it is even antique. Why did
Toby give me this?
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